Empower your Newton PDA

Quicknames Pro
The award winning application that provides a significantly faster and more flexible interface to your names. Offers fast incremental searching on any field and instant access to frequently used names. Autosearch for highlighted text and launch from Names icon. New v3.0 includes many new features and is optimized for the Newton 2.0 OS.

SRP: $39.95

proCALC Ex
The ultimate programmable calculator. Solve using either RPN or S&N input logic with over 90 built-in functions. Quickly add new capabilities with the integrated function editor or choose from a range of plug-in solution modules. Includes: proCALC 12C

SRP: $59.95

FreeStyle
Personal handwriting recognition for your PDA. No strange symbols to memorize. Train it to recognize the way you make each letter. Supports all characters. ParaGraph’s revolutionary new system is the perfect complement to the built-in recognition.

SRP: $49.95

All LandWare titles are Newton 2.0 compatible
Tel: (201) 347-0031
Fax: (201) 347-0340
Sales: (800) 526-3977
http://www.landware.com
sales@landware.com
Welcome to the second issue of the Newton Solutions Guide, a resource designed to provide you with the latest information on hardware, software, and accessories for Newton platform devices.

Six months ago, the introduction of the Newton 2.0 operating system redefined the breadth and depth of solutions achievable via PDAs. Handwriting recognition that just works, best-of-class information management, simple drag-and-drop PC integration, and the Internet are just a few of the reasons why the Newton platform is the most exciting, extensible, and powerful PDA on the market today.

Combine the Newton platform with irresistible solutions from a vibrant and innovative third-party developer community and the possibilities are endless! A quick sampling of the products available include wireless networking, specialized peripherals, mobile client/server applications, and the first Web browser for PDAs.

The Newton Solutions Guide is by no means an exhaustive catalog of solutions. Think of it as a representative listing of the compelling applications available today. After reviewing this guide, I’m sure you will find the best mobile solutions to organize your life, communicate with others, and share information with desktop or enterprise computer systems no matter where you travel—down the hall, across the state, or around the world.

Thank you for choosing the Newton platform. We look forward to bringing you exciting new features and solutions in the coming year!

David Nagel
Senior Vice President
Worldwide Research and Development
Apple Computer, Inc.
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The Newton Solutions Guide is a compendium of hardware, software, and accessories for use with Newton® personal digital assistants (PDAs). From personal productivity software to development tools, this guide includes up-to-date information on the newest Newton 2.0 products and solutions that can help you work more efficiently and effectively.

The Newton Platform—Setting the Standard for PDAs

In mid-1993, Apple® launched the first Newton device, the Apple MessagePad, ushering in a new class of computing products—the personal digital assistant. More than just an electronic organizer, Newton PDAs are powerful hand-held devices that provide mobile professionals and corporate users with an intelligent operating system, seamless desktop connectivity, and a wide variety of easy-to-use software solutions. Since the introduction of the first Newton-based PDA, scores of products have been developed to expand the range of Newton mobile solutions. Motorola, for example, has combined its expertise in wireless communications with the Newton platform to deliver the Motorola Marco, a hand-held Newton PDA with a built-in wireless modem. Many other products based on the Newton 2.0 operating system will be introduced in the coming year.

Mobile professionals have been adopting Newton PDAs because of the ease in which they’re able to organize, communicate, and integrate information with others while they’re away from their desks. The Newton platform’s intuitive interface and large selection of productivity solutions help mobile professionals get more work done in less time.
Value-added resellers and systems integrators value the Newton platform because its robust, object-oriented operating system provides them with a powerful foundation for building custom business solutions. This platform offers state-of-the-art technologies for capturing and managing information, easy procedures for transferring information to and from Mac OS and Windows personal computers, and a broad selection of communication options.

During the last two years, no other PDA platform has achieved as much support and enthusiasm from users and industry leaders. The Apple MessagePad has won a number of awards, including BYTE Magazine's “Best Hand-held Product of the Year” for the second year in a row, BYTE Magazine’s “Best of Comdex 1995,” and similar awards from Computer Currents and Fortune Magazine. The Newton operating system has won “Best operating system” from both Mobile Insights and PC World magazine, beating both Windows 95 for mobile products, as well as all other PDA platforms.

For Organizing Your Life

If you're a person who spends a lot of time away from your office, Newton PDAs provide you with the best and broadest capabilities for capturing and organizing personal and work information. The system's flexible interface allows you to enter information in the manner that works best for you—whether you prefer the system's built-in handwriting recognition feature, the on-screen keyboard, or a plug-in keyboard. Applications built into every Newton device help you intelligently manage contacts, dates, and information. And you can add specialized functions by using any of the hundreds of commercial and shareware applications available. Whether you need to track expenses, pay bills while out of town, monitor email and voice mail accounts, track billable hours, or access reference materials while on the road, the Newton platform provides the best operating system for the most powerful and flexible hand-held devices on the market today.
For Communicating With Others

The Newton operating system was designed from the ground up with a powerful communication architecture. Built-in capabilities such as electronic mail and fax reception let you stay in touch while at home or away. And recent alliances between Apple and third-party communications providers have created more ways for you to communicate with others without having to plug your Newton device into a telephone jack. You can send and receive data using the wireless communication technology that best suits your business’s needs: digital cellular, radio frequency (RF), paging, or infrared (IR).

For Integrating Into Your Work Environment

The rate of Newton adoption among businesses is growing rapidly because of the large selection of vertical solutions available and the ease in which Newton devices can interface with Macintosh computers, Windows-based PCs, and corporate host computers. Businesses can choose from hundreds of targeted business applications available today, in fields such as health care, field services, and sales. Likewise, the rate of adoption among individuals is growing rapidly due to the availability of many popular Windows and Mac OS desktop applications that allow users to integrate their data and information directly with Newton devices.

The Newton platform’s powerful operating system and development tools enable system integrators, in-house developers, and value-added resellers to build custom software solutions in far less time than on other PDA platforms. For complex applications, the Newton Toolkit provides developers with a high-level object-oriented development environment. Off-the-shelf solution tools enable business users to do everything from browsing the Internet, to remotely accessing data from corporate databases, to gathering data with bar code readers. And for the creation
of electronic books, travel guides, reference manuals, and corporate documentation, Newton Book Maker provides content providers with an easy, cost effective way to deploy information to Newton users.

**How This Guide Can Help**

Newton leads the industry as the most advanced, easy-to-use PDA platform, offering the best selection of mobile solutions on the market today. Whether you’re a mobile professional, an in-house developer, or systems integrator, The Newton Solutions Guide provides you with an excellent overview of these products. Taking time to browse through this guide of both Apple and third-party products is a worthwhile investment—it’s the most efficient way to find the solutions to satisfy your unique needs.


**Product Categories**

Products in this guide are organized under the color-coded sections listed below. You can quickly locate a category by looking for the corresponding color bar printed at the top of each page. An alphabetical listing of company names, with their associated product, is located on page 70 of this guide.

**Information Management**

These products help you track and organize information such as contacts, expenses, and billable hours on Newton PDAs.

**Desktop Integration**

Use these applications to organize, manage, and synchronize information between Newton devices and personal computer systems, including Windows 95 and Mac OS systems.
Communications

From PCMCIA modems to wireless communication options, these products enable you to send and receive information via a variety of modes and industry standard protocols.

Newton Accessories

Customize your Newton device with these peripherals, pens, carrying cases, and other accessories.

Vertical Market Solutions

Choose from a broad selection of vertical market solutions in areas such as health care, sales, education, and field service to improve your company’s efficiency. This section also lists consultants who can help you create specialized solutions for your business.

Newton Software Development

From easy-to-use solution tools to developer kits, this section provides you with information that can help you develop Newton-based software solutions. Newton contract programming, support, and training organizations are also listed here.
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Leverage 2.0

Create Databases Easily with Leverage

Leverage is the multifile database for Newton devices. With easy database creation and query definition and excellent performance, Leverage is powerful enough to implement demanding applications. Leverage 2.0 provides ODBC connectivity and drag and drop synchronization with FileMaker Pro. Leverage supports selection, multifield sorting, and reporting. Its intelligent links make information in each database accessible in others. Leverage is even programmable, so you can extend it to fit your needs.

FEATURES

- Synchronize with desktop databases
- ODBC connectivity
- Import and export graphics
- Programmable
- Pop-up lists of any length
- Full page reports with totals
- Beam and email data
- Calculated fields
- Query by example
- Nine field types
- On-screen totals

REQUIREMENTS

Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system or later; 400K required.

Suggested Retail Price: $139.00 includes Leverage, 300 page manual, desktop communications software, sample databases, ODBC driver, sample Visual Basic code, and AppleScript droplets.

Balcones Software
13102 Briar Hollow Drive
Austin, TX 78729
Tel: (512) 353-7289
Fax: (512) 353-3008
Email: info@balconessoftware.com
http://www.balconessoftware.com
Gaia Forms

Gaia Forms are the easiest way for your mobile workers to fill out contracts, surveys, orders and other forms using their Newton PDAs. With Gaia Forms your workers in the field gather data only once—at the source—and offload it, route it to other Newton devices for more data entry or send it wirelessly to your corporate database servers.

**FEATURES**
- Easy-to-use physical document metaphor
- Menu or handwritten entry
- Deliver and change forms electronically
- Self-check for accuracy and completeness

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device running
Newton 1.x or 2.0 operating systems.

Gaia Forms are inexpensive custom solutions for your field data gathering needs. Call for an estimate.

---

Personal Media

Want to use your Newton device to take notes, make lists and track little bits of information? You'll need an unlimited supply of notepads that look and act like real paper, multiple workspaces to easily organize your notes, and an intuitive interface where everything is as easy as tapping or dragging-and-dropping. Get the most out of your Newton PDA. Get Personal Media.

**FEATURES**
- Create workspaces for all your clients, projects, etc.
- Unlimited notepads for comfortable notetaking
- Drag-and-drop communications
- Easy to use

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device running
Newton 1.x or 2.0 operating systems.

Special “Newton Solutions” Offer—Personal Media on Disk SRP: $99.00; Personal Media on 1MB PCMCIA Card SRP: $149.00.
Action Names 3.0 and 1.2

Here’s the perfect contact manager and scheduler for the Newton PDA! Action Names goes beyond the limits of the built-in address book and calendar with a series of add-in modules designed to make managing your schedule both easier and better than ever—right out of the box.

It’s easy to schedule meetings, events, phone calls, to-dos and repeat items quickly and effortlessly. Action Names goes a step further by linking activities with contacts and keeps a complete log of activities on each contact. See TimeReporter on page 19!

FEATURES

- Links activities to contacts
- Links Notepad notes to names
- Full contact history
- View schedule by day, week or over any period
- Adds new fields
- Enhanced alarms
- Prints/faxes reports
- Integrates with TimeReporter
- New, faster performance

REQUIREMENTS

Any Newton Device; Version 3.0 for the Newton 2.0 operating system and Version 1.2 for the Newton 1.x operating system.

SRP: $59.95, 30-day UNCONDITIONAL money back guarantee.
Demo available. Call or write for product catalog.

iambic Software
2 North First Street, Suite 217
San Jose, CA 95113
Tel: (800) 730-5370
Fax: (408) 882-0399
Int’l: (408) 882-0390
Email: info@iambic.com
http://www.iambic.com
Life Balance

Prioritize Tasks Based on Your Values, Goals, Location and Time of Day

Life Balance automatically prioritizes complex to-do lists, calculating priorities based on your values, goals, location and the time of day. Tasks can have a high priority for different reasons: because they are important, because the deadline is close, because you are in the right place to take action, or because you have been neglecting the task. Life Balance analyzes these conflicting goals to provide you with a simple, sorted list of tasks that you can do right here, right now.

FEATURES

- Actively encourages a balance among work, home and leisure activities
- Quickly responds to changing situations
- Supports beaming, faxing, and email
- Integrates with the Newton Date Book application

REQUIREMENTS

Compatible with Newton 1.0, 1.3 and 2.0 operating systems; 300K of internal or RAM card memory.

Life Balance is available for $69.95. Call (800) 505-6198 to order. Mastercard and Visa accepted. Visit our web site for more product information.
Vea for the Newton 2.0 OS

Create Professional Looking Diagrams in No Time at All

Can't draw a straight line? Don’t worry about it. You've got Vea™ for the Newton 2.0 operating system.

Vea frees you from the desktop and allows you to create professional looking diagrams in no time at all.

You can assign data, like size and cost, to individual objects to give you the data you need for reports, quotes, etc.

Templates for flowcharting, LAN design, office space planning and architecture are included. Create your own objects and templates with Vea's Intelligent Object and Template Creator.

FEATURES
- Multiple layers
- Underlying database
- Variable zoom in/out
- Rotate and group objects
- Snap to grid
- English/metric scales
- Create custom objects and templates
- Use Folders for storing diagrams
- Export diagrams/data to the desktop

REQUIREMENTS
Newton 2.0 operating system; 250K of memory; Macintosh or Windows transfer software and cable.

SRP: $149.00
(slightly higher outside the USA)
The Vea Intelligent Object and Template Creators are FREE at www.aplanet.com

Planet Computing, Inc.
13106 Rochester Lane
Austin, TX 78753
Tel: (800) 499-1006
Fax: (512) 252-2816
Int'l: (512) 251-0426
Email: sales@aplanet.com
http://www.aplanet.com
UniversalFormsManager & Feedback

Perfectly Suited for Most Data Collection Requirements

UniversalFormsManager is a generic data collection engine that fits most data collection requirements and/or legacy systems. UFM is a custom solution that can work with existing forms. Along with Feedback, it can also create new data collection tools and add revisions to all related users. UFM delivers collected data to the required database.

Feedback is an “off the shelf” application for those who want to build their own tools. Feedback can communicate with all users allowing for data exchange, revisions, and the distribution of new tools.

UFM & Feedback are perfectly suited for most data collection requirements because of their ease-of-use, flexibility and real time data transmission components.

FEATURES
- Easy To Use—no programming
- Collect and deliver data in real time
- Create new tools on demand
- Flexible—remote modification to tools
- Wireless communications
- Complete solutions—automation
- Cross platform compatibility

REQUIREMENTS
Any device running the Newton 2.0 operating system.

UniversalFormsManager, Custom Solution - Price quoted upon request
Feedback, Builder SRP: $350.00
Feedback, Players SRP: $175.00
ACT! for Newton

Simply The Best Way to Manage Your Business Relationships

Your success depends on making the most of your business relationships. That’s why Symantec created ACT! for Newton personal digital assistants. Now you have instant access to names, addresses, phone numbers, and every detail from previous conversations. With ACT! you have a calendar of the calls you need to make, meetings to attend, and action items to complete. Act provides everything you need to manage your business relationships more productively—whether you’re in the office or on-the-go!

FEATURES
- Contact database for up to 2,000 records
- Built-in notepad and history log for each contact
- Links to the Newton PDA’s calendar and activity scheduler
- Support for Newton’s automatic tone-dialing feature
- Flexible word processing and reporting
- Easy data synchronization with ACT! for Macintosh or ACT! for Windows

REQUIREMENTS
Any Newton device running Newton 1.x or 2.0 operating system; 400K free memory.

SRP: $99.95
Call (800) 695-0678 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK and mention priority code 5531.
PocketMoney

The powerhouse of Newton finance programs, PocketMoney™ manages your personal and business finances effortlessly—wherever you are. PocketMoney integrates seamlessly with other Newton programs: Bills To Pay, ExpensePlus, MPG. Exchange data with Macintosh and Windows applications—Quicken, MYM, MacMoney, MSMoney, spreadsheets and databases.

Features
- Account balances at your finger tips
- PocketButton for fast data entry
- Split transactions
- Multiple currencies (Great for International travelers.)

Requirements
Any Newton device running Newton 1.05 operating system or later.

SRP: $39.95

Catamount Software
P.O. Box 8276
Essex, VT 05451
Tel: (802) 863-5256
Email: info@catamount.com
http://www.catamount.com

Hurricane Software for Print Estimating

The industry’s fastest method for generating print estimates, Hurricane allows users to develop complex or simple bids on the spot—whether it’s at a customer site or on the phone. Estimates can be printed or faxed directly to the client. Fast and flexible, specifications can be changed at the tap of button.

Features
- Fast estimates out in the field
- Easy to use and customize
- Handles multiple jobs
- Develops templates for commonly bid jobs
- Cost-effective

Requirements
Newton 1.0 or 2.0 operating system (enhanced capability with 2.0). To order, call Marcy Design at (800) 392-IDEA. Demo versions are available.

Distributed by: Marcy Design Group, Inc.
50 West Broad Street, Suite 1903
Columbus, OH 43215
Tel: (614) 224-6226
Fax: (614) 224-8828
Email: GKriv@aol.com
http://www.ohionet.org/~marcy/index.html
Newt Tools—Essential Utilities

Save time getting to the things you need most! Newt Tools™ is a suite of powerful utility programs which helps you manage your Newton PDA and save time getting the information you need most. Save precious time and memory opening applications and managing your Newton data. Reduce the amount of repeated tapping you do to get to the information you need.

**FEATURES**
- ButtonBar—Access everything faster
- MemTool—Perform system diagnostics
- PackTool—Install more packages and reduce restarts
- SoupTool, SoupEditor and more!

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton operating system 1.3 or 2.0.
SRP: $49.95. To order call (800) 732-8608 or email to ascribesft@aol.com. Major credit cards accepted.

---

TimeReporter 3.0 and 2.0

There is nothing wrong with trying to profit from your time. TimeReporter will help you do just that by preventing valuable time from slipping through the cracks in a way that no other system can—because it’s on your Newton PDA! It’s based on the familiar timesheet format. Data can easily be exported with data transfer software included free. See Action Names on page 13!

**FEATURES**
- Prints and faxes 7 reports including invoice
- Links to Names, Dates and Call entries
- Stopwatch
- Fast data entry
- Integrates with Action Names

**REQUIREMENTS**
Version 3.0 for Newton 2.0 and Version 2.X for Newton 1.X and earlier; 220-300K of free storage space.
SRP: $99.95. 30 day Money Back Guarantee.
**PowerForms**

PowerForms™ is a complete mobile forms management system for businesses and professionals on the go. It allows you to create compatible forms for your Newton personal digital assistant (PDA) and desktop computer system.

**FEATURES**
- Design forms on a Newton PDA, Macintosh computer, or PC-compatible computer.
- Transfer information between your PDA and your desktop system.
- Include graphics, logos, and clip-art.
- Support multiple field types, and password protect your forms from editing.

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton PDA running Newton 1.3 operating system or later.

SRP: $119.00. Also from HealthCare Communications: FilePad 1.5™—The original Newton general purpose database.

---

**HealthCare Communications**
210 Gateway, Suite 200
Lincoln, NE 68505
Tel: (800) 888-4344
Fax: (402) 466-9044
Int'l: (402) 466-8100
http://www.healthcc.com

---

**Bills to Pay Pro 3.0**

Bills to Pay is rated one of the fastest and easiest ways to keep track of all those bills you have to pay each month. Customizable list types let you track anything from travel expenses to home bills. Best of all, its alarm feature reminds you to pay your bills on time so those pesky late fees won’t take a bite out of you! It also works with full-fledged accounting packages such as Pocket Quicken™.

**FEATURES**
- Tracks any type of expense
- Alarms warn you of upcoming bills
- Customizable lists
- Rated 4 1/2 by Gecko Magazine
- Supports Pocket Money™ & Pocket Quicken™

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system. SRP: $39.95

---

**MAR Software**
1801 Shore Line Drive, Suite 233B
Alameda, CA 94501
Tel: (510) 337-0231
Fax: (510) 337-0231
Email: info@marsoftware.com
http://www.marsoftware.com
**FilePad 1.5**

FilePad is perfect for portable data collection and management.

**FEATURES**
- Design custom layouts with pop lists, radio buttons, text fields, check boxes, ink fields and borders.
- Exchange information with other popular databases and spreadsheets.
- Macintosh and Windows compatible.
- Runtime version and site licensing available.

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton PDA running Newton 1.3 operating system or later.

SRP: $99.00. Also from HealthCare Communications: PowerForms™—The Newton, Macintosh and PC forms management system.

---

**AppGen Toolkit for Newton**

Build your own Newton application in 10 minutes! Think of any data collection application you need, such as time and expense tracking. Use AppGen to build it with ease, just like filling out multiple choice forms. Exchange data with any database or PIM, or do it all on a Newton device. Use pop-ups, stopwatches, calculations, dates, lookups, etc. Runs FAST on all Newton PDAs.

**FEATURES**
- Easily collects and analyzes data.
- Unlimited number of fields/applications.
- Runs fast and reliably.
- Cool, sexy and satisfying.

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton operating system 1.x or 2.0; bar code wand needed to utilize bar coding.

SRP: $49.95. To store multiple applications, add $30.00; for bar code functions, add $20.00.
**Notion 1.5**

Manage all the lists in your life with this simple, powerful tool. Notion lets you organize, integrate and communicate vital business and personal information. You can make a list from one of over 100 templates included with Notion, or create your own list with the built-in List Designer.

**FEATURES**
- Prioritize tasks
- Diamond lists for fast entry
- Exchange data with desktop computers
- Share list through fax and email
- Attach memo to individual items

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system and means of downloading.

SRP: $59.95. Visa/MC/Amex/Discover accepted.

---

**QuickFigure Pro 3.0**

QuickFigure Pro 3.0 brings spreadsheet power to the Newton 2.0 operating system. A full featured spreadsheet, QuickFigure Pro includes over fifty math, scientific, financial, and statistical functions; resizable cells; scrolling; and a large worksheet area.

**FEATURES**
- Import/export to Macintosh and Windows
- Scrolling
- Label locking
- Graphing and charting
- Multiple worksheet pages
- Text export for email

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system; and means of downloading.

SRP: $59.95. Visa/MC/Amex/Discover accepted.
NewtCase 3.0

NewtCase 3.0 is a powerful suite of utilities designed for the Newton 2.0 operating system. Developed by Innovative Computer Solutions, NewtCase 3.0 expands on the features of the Newton 2.0 operating system and gives the user more power and control over memory, packages, extensions, and soups.

**FEATURES**
- Package Manager
- Extensions Manager
- NewtInfo
- SleepAid
- GestureLaunch
- Desktop
- SoupKitchen

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system and means of downloading.

SRP: $49.95. Visa/MC/Amex/Discover accepted.

AvailWorks

AvailWorks is the only Newton 2.0 operating system software to integrate fast and accurate text processing, powerful spreadsheets (over 100 built-in functions), dynamic business charts and graphs, advanced drawing and page layout tools into one convenient package for Newton devices. AvailWorks makes it a snap to lay out a full-size page for faxing or printing!

**FEATURES**
- Four integrated modules: Text, Spreadsheets, Drawings, Graphs
- WYSIWYG full-page layout
- “Fit To Screen” View
- Import and export to Macintosh and Windows

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton 2.0 operating system; Macintosh and Windows disks and install software included.

SRP: $79.95.
MoreInfo 3.0 seamlessly integrates the built-in Names, Dates, Calls and Notes applications. It allows you to link meetings, events, to-dos, calls, and notes to any name. This acclaimed application has been specially designed to take advantage of the powerful new features contained in the 2.0 operating system.

**Features**
- Manages all of your calendar and call entries
- Comprehensive logbook for each name
- Links any Notepad note to any name
- Links together name cards
- Enhanced alarm features

**Requirements**
- Newton 2.0 operating system.
- SRP: $69.95, Visa/MC/Amex accepted.
- Full working demo available online.

SilverWARE
P.O. Box 6379
Haverhill, MA 01831
Tel: (508) 521-5262
Fax: (508) 373-7282
Email: sales@silverware.com

SoftCare Clinical Informatics
11104 Olallie Lane
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
Tel: (206) 676-7793
Fax: (206) 780-2093
Email: softcare@nwlink.com
http://www.teleport.com/~pcurtain/SoftCare/SoftCare.html

DietLog 2.0
Plan, analyze, and log your meals—anytime, anywhere—with accurate and motivating nutrition facts always at your fingertips. DietLog puts you in control of your eating and your health.

- Use with any diet, or let DietLog design one for you. Calculate nutrient balances, goals, targets, daily progress. Multiple logs (food, exercise, weight, etc.) are available. Display, print, or fax helpful reports and graphs.

**Features**
- 2500 food expandable database
- Add-on modules: diabetes, fitness, heart
- Macintosh and PC versions (Third Quarter, 1996)
- Backed by clinical research (NIH grant)
- Many success stories!

**Requirements**
- Newton 2.0 operating system or later.
- DietLog 2.0: $89.00; More Foods & Menus $39.00; Add-on Modules $49.00

SoftCare Clinical Informatics
11104 Olallie Lane
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
Tel: (206) 676-7793
Fax: (206) 780-2093
Email: softcare@nwlink.com
http://www.teleport.com/~pcurtain/SoftCare/SoftCare.html
DateMan is a contact management system, fully integrated with the Newton operating system's built-in applications: Dates, Calls, and Names. The centerpiece of DateMan is the Overview, which gives you a coherent list of all upcoming events, over any period of time. DateMan also offers the ability to link any two or more items together.

**FEATURES**
- Detailed overview of all upcoming events
- Ability to link any two items together
- Drag-and-drop to create new items
- Easily accessible from all applications

**REQUIREMENTS**
Any Newton device with 200K available on either card or internal; Newton 1.3 or 2.0 operating system.

SRP: $54.95. Email: sales@powermedia.com

---

Time & Expense for the Newton PDA provides the ability to track time and expense charges at work or on the road—while they’re still fresh in your mind—keeping accurate records by eliminating the guesswork. Share Time & Expense data with Timeslips For The Mac or Windows, as well as with numerous Macintosh and PC database and spreadsheet programs.

**FEATURES**
- Track time with stopwatch timer as you work
- Charge hourly or flat rates for service billing or payroll
- Exchange data with Windows and Macintosh spreadsheets and databases

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton Connection Kit Version 2.0; Newton operating system 1.3 or 2.0; Macintosh computer with system 7.0 or higher. SRP: $79.95

---

Stand Alone, Inc.
1146 W. Morse, Suite 3C
Chicago, IL 60626
Tel: (503) 684-8232
Fax: (503) 684-6298
Email: info@standalone.com
http://www.standalone.com/newton

---

TIMESLIPS Corporation
17950 Preston Road, Suite 800
Dallas, TX 75252
Tel: (800) 285-0999
Fax: (214) 248-9245
Email: 102102,477@compuserve.com
http://www.timeslips.com

---

TIMESLIPS Corporation
17950 Preston Road, Suite 800
Dallas, TX 75252
Tel: (800) 285-0999
Fax: (214) 248-9245
Email: 102102,477@compuserve.com
http://www.timeslips.com
Gulliver 2.0

Take the hassle out of travel with Gulliver 2.0. Get a hotel’s phone-number or your frequent flyer number instantly. Print, fax, mail or beam professional-looking itineraries. View your current position on a map. See how efficient travel can be with Gulliver 2.0!

**FEATURES**
- Links your itinerary with other appointments
- Automatically sets Newton clock, email, and phones
- Contains phone numbers for hundreds of airlines, hotels, buses, and trains

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton 2.0 operating system or later.
SRP: $49.95. 30-day money back guarantee.
Custom itineraries and site licenses available.

Out of Pocket

Simplify expense reporting with Out of Pocket, the most dynamic expense manager for Newton PDAs. Powerful features, such as automated business meal documentation, mileage calculations, and foreign currency conversion, make it perfect for project management or client support. Out of Pocket can be fully integrated with Gulliver 2.0 (also available bundled) to create the ultimate travel tool.

**FEATURES**
- Tracks expenses by date, type, vendor or amount
- Prints detailed expense reports in 12 formats
- Exports to popular Macintosh or PC expense programs

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton 2.0 operating system or later.
SRP: $59.95. 30-day money back guarantee.
Custom reports and site licenses available.
Grady Profile Companion

Educators, make Companion your electronic clipboard. Assess student performance as it happens. Tailor descriptors to any pre-k to college curriculum; includes handwritten anecdotals, multiple classes and subjects. Easily transfer to Grady Profile—Portfolio Assessment™ for reporting. Call for free demo.

Any Newton device running Newton operating system 1.3 or later; Macintosh System 7; and cable.
SRP: $95.00

Aurbach & Associates, Inc.
9378 Olive Street Road, Suite I/02
St. Louis, MO 63132-3222
Tel: (800) 774-7239
Fax: (314) 432-7577
Int'l: (314) 432-7577
Email: aurbach@aol.com

FormIt 2.0—Forms Management System for Newton

FormIt™ provides a means to rapidly and easily deploy ad-hoc, mobile, Newton forms-based applications. FormIt system features are:
- Allows creation of Newton forms without programming
- Fully implements features of the Newton 2.0 operating system
- Rapid design, test and implementation cycle
- Low Newton memory footprint

WorkoutLog

WorkoutLog is the best way to track and analyze workout information. It allows you to:
- Record daily workout data
- Design your own custom workout templates
- Produce flexible reports
- Add unique data to any log entry

WorkoutLog has an intuitive, easy-to-use interface and takes full advantage of Newton OS 2.0.

Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system or later.
SRP: $95.00
Newton Press


- Quickly create an electronic document of all your travel information for a business trip.
- Distribute meeting agendas to colleagues, complete with charts, graphics, and tables.
- Create company wide phone directories, employee handbooks and other information for distribution.

H0177LL/A Newton Press (Macintosh)
H0178LL/A Newton Press (Windows)

With Newton Press, easily create electronic reference information such as a meeting agenda or company phone list.

Newton Backup Utility

Newton Backup Utility is a free software utility, distributed electronically, and in MessagePad boxes, that lets you back up and restore information. Newton Backup Utility also allows you to select packages to download into your Newton PDA from your PC.

Apple Computer, Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (800) 538-9696
Fax in U.S.: (800) 462-4396
Fax in Canada: (800) 263-3394
http://www.info.apple.com/newton
All other countries, call your local Apple Computer subsidiary.
Newton Connection Utilities

Integrate your Newton device with your existing Windows PC or Macintosh OS based computer. NCU provides direct synchronization between popular PC applications—such as Microsoft Schedule+, Now Up-to-Date and Contact, and Lotus Organizer—and your Newton PDA. You can also export information from your MessagePad to your personal computer, install Newton software, and even use your PC keyboard to enter data into your Newton PDA.

- **Backup**: Create a backup file of your Newton PDA and restore information from your backup file to your Newton device whenever necessary.
- **Synchronize**: Directly exchange information between popular desktop applications and your Newton PDA.
- **Install Package**: Install Newton software onto your Newton PDA.
- **Import**: Import information from PIMs, word processors, or text files into your Newton PDA.
- **Export**: Export information from your Newton PDA to your personal computer in a variety of formats, including word processing and PIM formats.
- **Keyboard**: Use your PC keyboard to enter information directly into your Newton PDA.

H0170LL/A Newton Connection Utilities for Macintosh
H0169LL/A Newton Connection Utilities for Windows

With Newton Connection Utilities, you can import text and word processing files into your Newton PDA’s Notepad.
Now Synchronize

Stay in Synch with Now Up-to-Date & Contact

Now Synchronize gives you the ability to share the same calendar and address book between your Newton device and your Macintosh. Take your address book and schedule with you on your Newton device—where you need them most. Look up contacts, schedule meetings, jot down to-dos, modify existing entries. Then synchronize. It’s that easy.

Make changes to your schedule and address book either on your Newton or desktop, and Now Synchronize merges your calendar and contact files automatically. There’s never any retyping or duplicate data entry.

With your Newton in your hand and Now Up-to-Date & Contact on your desktop, you’ll be up-to-date everywhere.

FEATURES
- Three easy steps: connect your desktop with your Newton PDA, launch Now Synchronize, click “Connect and Synchronize”
- Newton Connection Utility not required
- Supports Newton 2.0 operating system and AppleTalk synchronization

REQUIREMENTS
Newton operating system 1.3 or later; Now Up-to-Date for Macintosh 3.5 or later.

Now Synchronize: $29.95
Now Up-to-Date & Contact: $99.95
Meeting Maker XP for Newton

The Client/Server Group Scheduler That Provides Two-Way Communication Between Your Desktop and Your Newton PDA

Meeting Maker XP for Macintosh, Windows, OS/2, UNIX, and DOS is the client/server group scheduler that allows you to schedule meetings with others over your network, providing you with real-time scheduling control. If you find yourself on the road a lot, the Meeting Maker XP Newton Client provides a way for you to keep up with your schedule. With the Newton Client, you can propose or change meetings all from your Newton Client. When you get back in the office and re-connect to your network, the Newton Client will automatically synch up with your desktop!

FEATURES

► Take advantage of two-way communication between your desktop and your Newton device.
► Schedule and re-schedule meetings directly from your Newton PDA.
► Automatically synch up to your desktop when you re-connect to your network with the Newton Client.

REQUIREMENTS

Apple Message Pad 120 or 130 and Newton 2.0 operating system.
Macintosh: System 7.x and Apple Serial Cable.
Windows: PC with Windows 3.1+, Windows 95, or Windows NT; Newton to PC cable.

Meeting Maker XP Server SRP: $249.00
Meeting Maker XP Users SRP: $89.00 per user
Meeting Maker XP Newton Client SRP: $99.00 per user
ExpensePlus 2.0

Expense Tracking and Custom Reporting With Your Newton PDA

ExpensePlus 2.0 provides an efficient way to report, categorize, and store the expenses you incur for events, projects, and trips. Whether for your company expense report or for tracking deductible expenses for income tax purposes, ExpensePlus automatically prepares comprehensive reports that can be printed directly from your Newton PDA. Custom expense reports can also be generated by linking to popular Macintosh and Windows-based software such as Microsoft Excel without programming or scripting.

**Features**
- Links to custom corporate expense reports created with Excel, FileMaker, etc., on desktop computers
- Enters data quickly with customizable pop-up lists
- Automatically converts foreign currency by credit card, date, or trip
- Utilizes drill-down pie and bar charts
- Tracks mileage and odometer readings
- Optionally enters expenses directly from “Notes” using ExpensePlus’ unique Expense Notes stationery
- Creates your own custom categories with custom icons
- Tracks expenses by credit card, cash, or check
- Works with PocketMoney

**Requirements**
Newton 1.x or 2.0 operating system.

---

ExpensePlus 2.0: $89.00
ExpensePlus 2.0 Upgrade: $29.00
Serial Infrared Transceiver: $119.00

PowerWare, Inc.
36 Foxhill
Irvine, CA 92714
Tel: (800) 640-2068
Fax: (714) 262-9381
Intl: (714) 262-9380
Email: sales@powerware.com
Revelar Connection Utility

Allows Live Connection to Newton Data From Your Desktop Computer

RCU gives you a live connection where you can browse, add, delete, modify, import, or export your Newton data in real time from your desktop computer.

RCU is written in Network Multimedia’s AppWare, so non-programmers can quickly create desktop networkable applications that speak to your Newton PDA with links to Oracle, WordPerfect, Excel, etc. Newton developers and users can create their own simple “adl” file to get custom access to Newton data (soups).

OpenDoc and Internet components will be available Spring 1996!

FEATURES
- Allows live access to Notes, Names, Dates, To Do, or any Newton application
- Imports or exports Notes, Names, Dates, and other info into your Newton PDA from your PC
- Synchronizes date and time with your PC
- Downloads packages
- Gets Newton and soup info
- Supports serial, AppleTalk, RF

REQUIREMENTS
Macintosh: 68030 or greater; System 7.x; 13” monitor.
PC: 386 or greater; 8 MB RAM; Windows 3.1 or Windows 95; 14” monitor.

SRP: $59.95 Macintosh or Windows platforms
Developer Version SRP: 149.00
CONCIERGE SOFTWARE, L.C.

**csInStep v2.0 for Newton and Macintosh**

csInStep v2.0 gives you full data interchange capabilities with your favorite desktop Macintosh PIM. csInStep v2.0 is fully integrated with the Newton 2.0 operating system Names, Dates, To-Do and Call applications, and Action Names 3.0. New in v2.0, users can lookup and retrieve contact and schedule information from ACT! 2.x, TouchBase 4.x, and Now Contact/UTD 3.5.

**FEATURES**
- Custom fields
- PIM lookup and retrieve from your Newton
- Synchronize Macintosh PIMs and Newton applications
- AppleTalk, serial dial-up, email

**REQUIREMENTS**
Macintosh: System 7.5; 8 MB RAM; AppleScript.
Newton: Newton 2.0 operating system; 300K RAM.
SRP: $39.99. Order from leading Newton resellers or check our web site for info.

Concierge Software, L.C.
47016 Smithwood Court
Sterling, VA 20165
Tel: (703) 404-9168
Fax: (703) 404-9169
Email: timh@conciergesw.com
http://www.conciergesw.com

---

**HoLosoft, Inc.**

**Equate 2.0 and Equate Connect**

Equate is a full featured spreadsheet application designed with the Newton and Excel user in mind. Create spreadsheets directly on your Newton device for quick analysis, or use “Equate Connect” software to download your favorite Excel spreadsheet. Find information fast with the advanced search capability.

**FEATURES**
- 50+ Excel compatible functions
- Workbooks
- Portrait and landscape printing
- Screen rotation
- Import/Export to Excel
- Two zoom modes
- Fill right/down
- Auto-sum

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton 2.0 operating system; *Equate Connect required for Excel Import/Export.

Equate 2.0: $69.95, Equate Connect: $29.95
Visa/MC/Amex and Corporate PO’s Accepted

Holosoft, Inc.
3333 Bowers Avenue, Suite 130
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel: (408) 748-9648
Fax: (408) 970-9323
Email: holosoft@aol.com
**Lotus Development Corporation**

**Lotus Toolkit Collection**

This complete set of Lotus® developer toolkits includes the new Notes™ Release 4 Macintosh APIs, toolkits for cc:Mail™, VIM, and more. It is used to build applications that enable sharing of data between Lotus, and other applications and the Newton device. The Notes API includes a sample application showing how to publish Notes databases to Newton Books.

**FEATURES**
- Access to Notes databases
- CMC and VIM toolkits
- cc:Mail toolkits for import/export and administration
- NotesSQL

**REQUIREMENTS**
Various, depending on products and toolkits used. Call for details.

SRP: $99.00 a la carte; $495.00 annual subscription to the Lotus Connection.

Lotus Development Corporation  
55 Cambridge Parkway  
Cambridge, MA 02142  
Tel: (800) START-SMART  
Intl: (617) 577-8500  
http://www.lotus.com

**SHANA CORPORATION**

**Informed Filler for Newton**

Informed Filler for Newton is your mobile data collection solution for Inspection, Health Care, and similar forms. Design forms on your Macintosh with Informed Designer™ (included). Fill forms quickly and accurately with automatic defaults, choice lists, and calculations. Send completed forms to your desktop for further processing.

**FEATURES**
- Send directly to Informed desktop fillers
- Calculations
- Search database
- Forms list overview
- Multiple pages
- Batch submit
- Signatures
- On-line help

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton operating system 2.0; Macintosh operating system 7.0; Informed Manager 1.4.4 or later (for desktop integration). SRP: $195.00 (with Informed Designer at no extra charge).

Shana Corporation  
9744 45th Avenue  
Edmonton, AB T6E 5C5  
Tel: (800) 386-7244  
Fax: (403) 437-4381  
Email: info@shana.com  
http://www.shana.com
Now you can tap the vast resources of the Internet from any location at any time. Use NetHopper™ to check stock quotes, find sports scores, or even order airline tickets! NetHopper puts the World in the Palm of Your Hand™.
IT’S CELLULAR READY ALREADY.

The Noteworthy Fax/Modem card allows field professionals to use their cellular phone to send and receive data and faxes. This Type II PC Card (PCMCIA) is cellular ready, providing 28.8kbps data transmission and 14.4kbps fax transmission.

Now you can access E-mail and the Internet when you travel. No matter where you go, the Noteworthy Fax/Modem card makes it easy to stay connected.

NOTEWORTHY

ANOTHER PORTABLE SOLUTION FROM TOSHIBA.

To order direct call (800) 959-4100

©1995 Noteworthy. Noteworthy is a trademark of Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. Cellular phone shown is not included.
CommuniCard Roamer

You’re Free to Roam with DaynaCOMM Roamer

The CommuniCard Roamer is a Type II PC Card for the Apple MessagePad 120 with the Newton 2.0 operating system. It provides users wireless connections for LAN or peer-to-peer networking. The Roamer includes a small integrated antenna and draws its power from the Newton’s PC card slot. The Network Access Point connects to the wired Ethernet network, receives radio signals from Roamers, and transmits the signals to the wired network.

A serial version of the Roamer is also available for Newton 100 and 110 models.

FEATURES
- 150 to 800 feet range (average office space is 150 to 200 feet)
- Flash ROM allowing updates through software
- Power drawn from Newton only while card is in use
- Scrambling and frequency hopping security options

REQUIREMENTS
One other Roamer, Access Point, (or Xircom Netwave device); Apple MessagePad device with the Newton 2.0 operating system.
Tarpon and Seahorse PDAs

Offer a Variety of Communication Options

Tarpon and Seahorse, based on the Newton platform, offer a variety of communication options that integrate easily with multi-platform networks. A serial port interfaces with devices such as laser scanners, printers, and test and measurement equipment.

Tarpon’s tough casing makes it ideal for outdoor and warehouse working environments. With voice, data, and/or satellite communication options, Tarpon provides an intelligent, rugged data collection tool.

Seahorse’s low cost, light weight, and integrated communications options (CDPD, WLAN, GSM) make the platform simple and effective. Seahorse also offers snap-on modules, including GPS and scanners.

**Tarpon Features**
- GPS and voice-over WLAN integrated options
- Rugged, water resistant
- Long-life NiMH battery
- Backlighting

**Seahorse Features**
- Announced integrated options include GPS, CDPD, GSM, WLAN
- Modular options include GPS, laser scanning, diffuse IR
- Backlighting

**Requirements**
For connection, System 7.0 or later; PC-compatibles running Windows 3.0 or later. Call for other configurations.

Call for pricing:
(800) 345-3474 or (913) 888-0232
QuickFlight Wireless for Newton

Wireless Wide Area Internet and “Direct-to-Desktop” Access

QuickFlight® is the complete Newton and Macintosh wireless solution. Designed for both Vertical and “off-the-shelf” solutions, QuickFlight enables Newton 2.0 apps to go wireless without modification. Ideal for Workgroups. QuickFlight makes wireless communications and Internet access an integrated part of the Newton environment. A Newton PDA with QuickFlight is always “on-line,” ready to receive data.

QuickFlight provides a range of wireless communications and Global Positioning System services to Newton applications.

The QuickFlight Wireless Transport for Newton OS 2.0 allows applications that support the Newton Routing Slip—almost any Newton 2.0 application—to send and receive data over a wireless data network...enables Newton 2.0 applications to go.

**FEATURES**

- Provides wireless data transmission services for an entire LAN
- Allows existing Newton 2.0 applications to go “wireless”
- Wireless email and Internet Access
- Wireless Network Independence
- “Active notification”—application needn’t be running to receive data
- Concurrent access to wireless network by more than one Newton application
- Network Independent APIs available for developers

**REQUIREMENTS**

Any Newton PDA running Newton 2.0 operating system; Macintosh CPU 68030 or better; 16 MB RAM; System 7.5; Wireless Radio Modem.
28.8Kbps CruiseCard Modem

Communicate at 28.8 Kbps

Megahertz® 28.8Kbps CruiseCard™ modem is the exciting new way to communicate at 28.8Kbps from your Apple MessagePad and PowerBook. It’s a PC Card modem with the Megahertz® XJACK® connector built in so there’s no extra cable to carry or lose. The CruiseCard™ modem includes Delrina fax software for PowerBook computers, protection from high-voltage phone lines, battery savings, automatic error correction, and Flash ROM.

AllPoints™ Wireless Type II PC Cards deliver wireless email, faxing, database access, and messaging from a notebook, PowerBook, or Apple MessagePad 120.

CRUISECARD FEATURES
- XJACK® Connector
- V.34 Compliant
- Digital Line Guard
- Flash ROM Upgradeability

ALLPOINTS FEATURES
- Lightweight and portable
- Real time messages
- Lower power usage

REQUIREMENTS
Apple MessagePad 120 running the Newton 2.0 operating system; and PowerBook with PC card slots (5300 and 180 series).

CruiseCard SRP: $349.00
AllPoints SRP: $499.00

Megahertz
605 N. 5600 W.
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Tel: (800) LAP-TOPS
Fax: (801) 320-6021
http://www.megahertz.com
NovaModem 288 for Newton PDAs

PCMCIA Modem Adds Connectivity to Your Newton PDA

The NovaModem 288 is a high speed, 28,800 bps data and 14,400 bps send/receive fax PC Card (PCMCIA) modem, compliant to the V.34 standard. The product has been proven troublefree in operation with the Apple MessagePad by thousands of satisfied customers.

The modem’s V.42bis protocol ensures error-free transmission. The “sleep” mode functionality preserves battery power when the modem is not in use. For a NovaModem 288 datasheet call (800) 668-2546, and when prompted, select document #555.

FEATURES

- Sends and receives files up to 28.8Kbps
- Sends and receives faxes at speeds up to 14.4Kbps
- Five-year warranty
- Tested on Apple MessagePads
- True ITU V.34/V.FC compliant

REQUIREMENTS

Any Newton device with a PCMCIA Type II slot.

SRP: $279.00
To order, call NovaLink Technologies or your Newton reseller.

NovaLink Technologies, Inc.
48511 Warm Springs Boulevard, Suite 208
Fremont, CA 94539
Tel: (510) 249-9777
Fax: (510) 249-9666
Email: info@novatech.com
http://www.novatech.com
Mail on the Run!

Access Email From Any Location

Mail on the Run® offers Newton users unprecedented remote access—over telephone, cellular and wireless networks—to the world’s most popular LAN-based email systems, including Microsoft Mail and cc:Mail.

Mail on the Run! utilizes the client/agent/server model. The “client” software runs on all Newton devices, and the “agent” software runs on either a Windows 3.1 desktop or Windows NT station. All this allows wireline or wireless communications with the user’s email system from any location.

FEATURES

► Integrated into Newton’s user interface
► Ability to send, receive, store, forward and reply to messages
► Unique download filtering capabilities
► Data compression and encryption for cost savings and security
► Access to multiple post offices and Internet gateways

REQUIREMENTS

Any Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system or later with at least 250K available memory.

Contact Bob Perry or Taffy Holliday at the phone number or email ID shown below.
PageCard Wireless Messaging System

The PageCard Wireless Messaging System lets you harness the world’s largest wireless data network to send low-cost messages directly to your MessagePad any time, any place. Think of the possibilities! It includes Socket’s PageCard®, a PC Card alphanumeric pager that operates standalone or in a mobile computer. It also includes PageSoft® software for sending messages via modem and downloading wireless data from your PageCard to your MessagePad. Socket Wireless Messaging Services (SWiMS) include operator Dispatch, Internet and Worldwide Web gateways for wireless messages, plus voice mail and fax forwarding with automatic wireless notification.

Features

- PC Card alphanumeric pager runs standalone or in your MessagePad.
- PC Card receiver is also hardware compatible with PowerBooks, Windows for notebooks, HP 100/200 LX palmtops, and Sharp Zaurus.
- PageSoft sends pages from MessagePad or Macintosh via modem to any alpha pager.
- PageSoft downloads wireless pages to your MessagePad inbox.

SRP: $399.00, service starts at $19.95 per month. Contact Socket for developer info.

Serial I/O Card

Add a high-speed RS-232 port to your MessagePad by plugging in the #1 selling serial PC Card. It’s great for interfacing your MessagePad to modems, printers, scanners, bar code readers, lab equipment, GPS receivers, etc. You can use your Newton keyboard and still have a communications port! The serial I/O card is popular with Newton software developers for simulation and debugging.
RadioMail

Communicate with almost anyone in the world, right from your Newton device, with RadioMail’s award-winning wireless messaging service, simply, cost-efficiently, from wherever you happen to be. With RadioMail, you’re never out-of-touch.

FEATURES
- Internet Email
- Worldwide faxing
- Paging
- News and Sports
- Stock market access
- Guaranteed message delivery
- 24 Hour customer support

REQUIREMENTS
Newton device running Newton 2.0 operating system; wireless PCMCIA modem; RadioMail Software.

RadioMail
2600 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403
Tel: (800) 597-MAIL
Fax: (415) 286-7805
Email: info@radiomail.net
http://www.radiomail.net

STRATEGIC BUSINESS INNOVATIONS LIMITED

BulletIN trio

Now GSM Digital technology offers you more powerful business advantages. Designed for use away from the office where all you need is your GSM Digital mobile phone and Newton PDA, BulletIN™ trio allows you to take advantage of the messaging, fax, and data capabilities of a GSM mobile phone.

FEATURES
- Send and receive short messages (SMS)
- Send Quick Messages with just a few taps
- API’s for custom developments
- GSM Page transport (SMS) available from mail capable applications

REQUIREMENTS
Apple MessagePad 120 or greater running Newton 1.3, Newton 2.0 or later; compatible GSM mobile phone; compatible data adaptor.

For pricing and availability in your country, contact SBI, your local Apple Computer dealer, or your GSM network operator.

Strategic Business Innovations Limited
P.O. Box 99670
Newmarket, Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 309 0006
Fax: +64 9 309 9016
Email: info@sbi.co.nz
WyndMail

Wireless messaging turns your Apple MessagePad into an affordable, all-purpose, 2-way personal communicator. Exchange wireless messages via the Internet, send to fax machines, pagers, and even telephones, all with the convenience and control you need, when you need it. Order Wynd Communications’ service today, and enjoy all the benefits of managing your communications. And better yet, no service contract is required.

Features:
- 2-way Internet messaging
- Send faxes
- Send to any alpha pager
- Forward messages
- Size, sender, or subject filters
- Fax from personal library
- Text-to-speech
- Speech-to-text

Requirements:
- Newton 1.x or 2.0 operating system; wireless modem.
- U.S. prices as low as $29.95 a month with 200 free messages included.

Wynd Communications Corp.
4251 South Higuera, Building 800
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Tel: (800) 549-9800
Fax: (800) 549-6001
http://www.wynd.net/wynd

Cis Retriever and FirstClass Retriever+

Cis Retriever is a robust graphical Newton client that provides access to CompuServe email, forums, news and stock quotes. All messages can be read and replied to online or offline.

FirstClass Retriever+ is a similar graphical Newton client for the FirstClass email and conferencing system. Email and conference messages can be read and replied to online or offline.

Any Newton device; Newton compatible modem. SRP: $99.00

Black Labs, Inc.
3613 Sunshine Canyon
Boulder, CO 80302
Tel: (303) 938-8580
Fax: (303) 938-8546
Internet: sales@blacklabs.com
CompuServe: 76702,2076

Aloha

Aloha™ allows you to access your America Online® account from anywhere, including:
- the beach
- the office
- your home
- your favorite vacation spot
Send and receive important email any time and any place through your Newton PDA and America Online, the most popular online service. To receive a seven day demonstration copy, send email to “aloha@catamount.com.”

America Online account; Newton 1.3 operating system or later. SRP: $50.00

Catamount Software
PO Box 8276
Essex, VT 05451
Tel: (802) 863-5256
Email: info@catamount.com
http://www.catamount.com
MessagePad Charging Station

Plug your MessagePad 120 or MessagePad 130 into this charging station to run it on AC power while recharging its batteries. You can simultaneously quick-charge its external battery pack in two to three hours.

MessagePad Charging Station includes one nickel-cadmium battery pack, station, adapter, and pen; charges spare MessagePad rechargeable battery pack while charging MessagePad internal battery pack.

H0073LL/A (USA)  H0073B/A (GB)
H0073Z/A (Int’l)  H0073X/A (Australia)

Power Adapter

The Power Adapter lets you run your MessagePad or Fax Modem using AC power and a rechargeable battery pack for the MessagePad. It comes in several versions to meet international power requirements.

Power Adapter outputs 7 volts at 0.5 amp, universal 100 to 240 volts, in-line adapter for U.S., Canada, and Japan.

H0003Z/A (USA)  H0011B/A (GB)
H0011Z/A (Int’l)  H0011X/A (Australia)

2MB and 4MB Flash Storage Cards

Use the 2MB or 4MB Storage Card to increase the storage capacity of your MessagePad, to back up your information, and to run more applications.

2 MB H0008LL/A
4 MB H0092LL/A
Rechargeable Battery Pack
This rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery pack can be one of the most effective ways to keep your MessagePad running. Includes one nickel-cadmium battery pack.
H0074LL/A

Print Pack
The Print Pack allows you to use your parallel printer with your MessagePad. It works with most popular laser, dot-matrix, portable ink-jet, and thermal printers, as well as printers compatible with MS-DOS and Windows-based computers.
Print Pack works with parallel printers, dot matrix (80 or 120 column), multiform printers, portable printers, and HP DeskJet and LaserJet printers.
H0015LL/A

MessagePad Telescoping Pen
This pen is designed to fit perfectly in your MessagePad 110, 120, or 130.
H0076LL/A

Apple Computer, Inc.
US: (800) 909-0260
Canada: (800) 263-3394
All other countries, call your local Apple Computer subsidiary.
Newton Keyboard

Now you can enter information into your Newton device or MessagePad as fast as you can type. The touchtype comfortable keyboard is lightweight, portable, and comes with an attractive carrying case, so you can take it wherever you take your MessagePad. It comes in several international versions.

Requires a PDA running the Newton 2.0 operating system; includes attached serial cable and carrying case.

X0035LL/A (USA)
X0035B/A (GB)
X0035D/A (German)
X0035S/A (Sweden)

Wireless Communications Case

This case is the all-in-one solution for your MessagePad 120 or 130, cellular phone, wireless PC Cards, and various accessories, providing the ultimate in portability, protection, accessibility, and design. It is made of high quality, black leather.

Wireless Communications Case
H0181Z/A
Carrying Case LC
Zippered slip case made of black leather
H0122LL/A

Apple Computer, Inc.
US: (800) 909-0260
Canada: (800) 263-3394
All other countries, call your local Apple Computer subsidiary.
Books and CD-ROMs for Professionals

BASIC for the Newton: Programming for the Newton Using NS BASIC
John Schettino & Liz O’Hara
July 1995
Paperback/Disk with Demo NS BASIC
$34.95
ISBN: 0-12-623955-X
This book shows owners of Newton devices how to become Newton programmers using BASIC. The authors use a straightforward, “programming by example” approach. The enclosed 3.5” disk contains demonstration NS BASIC and over fifty example programs from the book.

About the Authors:
John Schettino is a Senior Member of the technical staff at GTE Laboratories, Inc. He is actively involved in research into mobile/wireless computing, user interaction, and object-oriented systems. John is also a contributing editor for PDA Developers Magazine. Liz O’Hara, Ph.D., is an Information Technology consultant and author. She has taught graduate courses in Software Engineering and Computer Science.

Programming for the Newton: Software Development with NewtonScript
Julie McKeehan & Neil Rhodes
Paperback/Disk with Demo NTK
$29.95
ISBN: 0-12-484800-1
“A real Newton programming book has finally arrived… Now would-be Newton developers can not only learn about NewtonScript, but they can actually write real programs and hone their NewtonScript skills without having to pay $795 for the full-blown version of NTK.”—PIE Developers
About the Authors:
Julie McKeehan and Neil Rhodes are external faculty at Apple Developer University. They are co-authors of several AP PROFESSIONAL titles and are principals of California Enterprises, a firm which provides consulting services for Macintosh and Newton software developers.

Programming for the Newton Using Windows
Julie McKeehan & Neil Rhodes
July 1996
Paperback/Disk with Demo NTK for Windows
$34.95
ISBN: 0-12-484830-3
This book provides hands-on Newton development training with sample code created specifically for the Newton with NewtonScript. All the key features of Newton Toolkit for Windows are covered, and the enclosed 3.5" disk contains programming examples from the book, as well as a demonstration Newton Toolkit for Windows.

Wireless for the Newton: Software Development for Mobile Communications
Julie McKeehan & Neil Rhodes
May 1995
Paperback/Disk with Demo NTK
$34.95
ISBN: 0-12-484801-X
This book describes wireless technology as it relates to the Newton, discussing both current technologies and future directions. All aspects of communication with the Newton are covered, including printing, faxing, beaming, and mail. The enclosed 3.5" disk contains a sample Newton application from the book, as well as a demonstration version of Newton Toolkit (NTK).
Pens For Your Newton
The Styli with Style

PDA Panache crafts the finest in stylus upgrades. Our pen for your MessagePad has a balanced weight, full length body, and fingertip grips to give you the ultimate in writing comfort and control. It’s a stylish telescoping pen that fits in your PDA’s pen-port so it’s always there when you need it. It’s hand crafted from solid brass and available in gold, silver, or black chrome finish.

Elegant classic-style pocket pens, low-cost vertical application pens, and LED-lighted tip styli are also available. PDA Panache is your single source for stylus solutions.

FEAT URES
- Screen-safe plastic tip on all pens is guaranteed for life. If it is ever damaged, we will factory repair it for free.
- 30-day money-back satisfaction guarantee comes with every pen.

REQUIREMENTS
Pens are available for all Newton Models.
The Newton “Glove” provides stylish, yet practical protection for the active Newton MessagePad 110/120/130 user. A fine quality black leather case with front and back padding provides full protection, while stitched ‘cut outs’ allow access to all controls and accessories including Serial and AC ports. There’s even access to the IR Window allowing your MessagePad 110, 120, 130 to receive information with the “Glove” in place! Back panel pockets securely hold two PC cards.

The “Glove” is comfortably hand held with a standard wrist strap or an optional shoulder strap for further comfort.

Executive Series Newton “Glove” Case

EXECUTIVE SERIES NEWTON “GLOVE” CASE

The Ultimate Palmtop Computer Light® ends non-backlit screen visibility problems. This top-quality, patented light evenly illuminates your display, keyboard, and work area no matter how dark it is around you!

FEATURES
- Sleek, compact, lightweight
- Uses AA batteries
- Includes soft travel case (6” x 2-3/16” x 1”), DC Vehicle Adapter with hi-low dimmer and 4 spare bulbs—clear and red (for night vision)

SRP: $29.95 for PCL 300 ($24.95 for PCL 200 w/o DC Vehicle Adapter) plus $3 USA shipping and handling

ASF Associates Limited
Box 625
Merrick, NY 11566
Tel: (800) 771-3600
Fax: (800) 625-6897
Int'l: (516) 868-3638
Int'l Fax: (516) 868-6897
http://world.std.com/~asf1

Ultimate Palmtop Computer Light

The Ultimate Palmtop Computer Light® ends non-backlit screen visibility problems. This top-quality, patented light evenly illuminates your display, keyboard, and work area no matter how dark it is around you!

FEATURES
- Sleek, compact, lightweight
- Uses AA batteries
- Includes soft travel case (6” x 2-3/16” x 1”), DC Vehicle Adapter with hi-low dimmer and 4 spare bulbs—clear and red (for night vision)

SRP: $29.95 for PCL 300 ($24.95 for PCL 200 w/o DC Vehicle Adapter) plus $3 USA shipping and handling

ASF Associates Limited
Box 625
Merrick, NY 11566
Tel: (800) 771-3600
Fax: (800) 625-6897
Int'l: (516) 868-3638
Int'l Fax: (516) 868-6897
http://world.std.com/~asf1
NEWTON ACCESSORIES

ROADRUNNER TRACKS

The BARRIER

Protect your Newton PDA screen! The Barrier screen protector is your best defense against screen damage. With the Barrier installed you can use your Newton device without fear. Now your Newton PDA can be the handy tool you really wanted. So go ahead—take just one minute to install one of these clear protective membranes over your screen, and enjoy 6 months of reflection free Barrier protection.

FEATURES

- Protects your screen from scratches
- Reduces glare and fingerprints
- Improves the writing surface
- Installs quickly and easily
- Hides existing scratches

Available for each Newton model (new design for the 130)
4 packs available from us or Newton resellers,
2 packs available from Newton resellers only.

Roadrunner Tracks
P.O. Box 1280
Los Alamos, NM 87544
Tel: (800) 882-8382
Fax: (505) 662-2752
Email: roadrunner@losalamos.com
http://www.losalamos.com/roadrunner

THE CONCEPT KITCHEN

WriteRight Screen Enhancements

Officially recommended by Apple Technical Support, these clear plastic film covers are a must for Newton users. They make writing with your pen on screen more like writing on paper. They also prevent screen scratches and reduce glare. Each individual WriteRight lasts approximately 1 month. Package includes 12 WriteRights.

FEATURES

- Eliminates screen scratches
- Simulates feel of writing on paper
- Reduces glare
- Installs and removes easily
- Is recommended by Apple Technical Support

REQUIREMENTS

Any Newton device.
SRP: $24.95 for 12-pack

The Concept Kitchen
1493 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Tel: (415) 929-1002
Fax: (415) 929-2299
Email: Info@ConceptKitchen.com
WRITEWARE

S.N.A.P. (Stylus Not A Pen) and Pens

WriteWare offers a complete line of stylus replacements (S.N.A.P.™s) for most pens. A line of single, dual, and multiple function pens is also available.

FEATURES

- Alternative pen/stylus products give a PDA user a wide range of variety to suit their writing requirements.

REQUIREMENTS

Touch Screen Input Device

Order WriteWare products through:
ACE Technologies, Inc.
592 Weddell Drive, Suite 6
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Tel: (800) 825-9977
Fax: (408) 734-3344
Int'l: (408) 734-0100

WriteWare
P.O. Box 21592
San Jose, CA 95121-1592
Tel: (408) 295-4217
Email: dalford@pobox.com
http://www.writeware.com

KEEP IT SIMPLE SYSTEMS

KISS Solar System-Luna

Solar System-Luna is an efficient solar charger for use with MessagePad 110, 120 or 130 models. The solar system utilizes the new “Flexible Amorphous Silicon” panels which are amazingly durable. It allows you to run a MessagePad while connected to the panel, or you can recharge Apple’s nickel-cadmium battery pack. With good sunlight, output is equal to the AC adapter.

Requirements: MessagePad 110, 120 or 130
Weight: 12 oz.
Dimensions: 13.5 x 7.5 x 2.5 inches
SRP: $149.00

Keep It Simple Systems
32 S. Ewing, Suite 330
Helena, MT 59601
Tel: (406) 442-3434
Fax: (406) 449-8946
Internet: kisw@aol.com
http://wildwestweb.com

NEWT BOOT

Newt Boot

This roomy, protective carrying case for your Newton PDA and a generous complement of accessories is made of rugged, weatherproof fabric, padded on all sides, with a removable shoulder strap and integral carry handle, card pockets, pen holders, and handy outside pocket. Size: 3x5x.5”

Color: Basic black

Holds all current Apple MessagePad models. SRP: $49.00 plus shipping.

Newt Boot
P.O. Box 1613
Jackson, WY 83001-1613
Tel: (800) 903-NEWT
Fax: (307) 734-1049
Int'l: (307) 734-1049
Email: cavenewt@wyoming.com
http://www.wyoming.com/~cavenewt/newtboot/
**FieldWorker 2.0**

The GPS Edge in Hand Held Data Collection

FieldWorker™ provides truly portable site-specific data collection by building a bridge between a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, a Newton device, and a DOS, Windows, or Macintosh workstation. FieldWorker software provides flexible, rapid data collection with sophisticated GPS features such as parallel processing, equipment linkage testing, and GPS averaging.

Data is entered using nested pick lists, checkboxes, slider bars, and notes. The integrated export facility transmits data for use in spreadsheets, databases, and GIS systems.

**FEATURES**

- The plug and play solution linking your workstation to GPS and a Newton device
- Universal Newton-to-GPS cable
- Location tagged data collection for up to twenty concurrent projects
- Scale maps of observed data
- Integrated data and project import and export capability
- Project access and usage controls

**REQUIREMENTS**

Newton 2.0 operating system; GPS receiver with RS232 port transmitting in NMEA GPS protocol; PC with serial communications capability.

*FieldWorker Products Limited*

551 Millwood Road
Toronto, ON, Canada, M4S 1K7
Fax: (416) 483-7069
Email: fieldworker@fieldworker.com
http://www.fieldworker.com

---

**FIELDWORKER PRODUCTS LIMITED**

---

---

---

---

---

---
Virtual Intern

The Fastest, Easiest Way to Manage Your Patient Information

Virtual Intern is a powerful, easy-to-use, fully-featured productivity tool for medical professionals in outpatient, inpatient, and home care settings. The PDA MEDical team of experienced physicians and award-winning software engineers provides an intuitive user interface that solves real-world problems and is designed specifically for Newton 2.0. Virtual Intern captures patient histories, progress notes, test results, and fact sheet data with breakthrough speed and simplicity. The extensive feature set expedites visit/procedure reporting and to-do work to make you faster, more accurate, and better organized.

FEATURES

- Faxes visit/procedure records to your billing office
- Organizes to-do work by location to eliminate forgetting tasks
- Rapidly creates medical notes without handwriting
- Contains medications, prescriptions, sign outs, and sophisticated medical calculator
- Has wireless integration option

REQUIREMENTS

Newton 2.0 operating system

Single User Version SRP: $499.00
Resident Version SRP: $199.00
Information: (970) 923-0663
Orders: (800) 704-8182
For details: http://www.pdamed.com/newton
Pocket Doc

Designed to Mimic the Physician’s Work Flow

Pocket Doc™ is a full featured electronic medical record that fits in your coat pocket. Pocket Doc is designed to mimic the work flow of the physician, while providing an intuitive user interface that is easily mastered. Menu based H&P data entry, integrated pharmacy, and billing code databases are included. The system can function as a standalone application or a mobile client within a wireless LAN. Rated superior by Medical Software Reviews, Pocket Doc™ is the best selling medical application for the Apple™ MessagePad™ and other Newton PDAs.

FEATURES
► Saves time
► Reduces dictation costs
► Improves care
► Records H&P, SOAP, D/C, procedure and referral notes
► Outputs chart data to printer, FAX, beam or PC
► Includes 900 drug database
► Includes limited ICD9/CPT database (expandable)
► Guaranteed satisfaction
► Over 1,500 users worldwide

REQUIREMENTS
Pocket Doc: Newton operating system 1.x or 2.x
PDLink: Macintosh or Windows (95, 3.11, NT)
PDServer: Windows NT

Pocket Doc House Officer and Practitioner versions are available. SRP: $249.00 for the base House Officer Version. Call (800) 749-2585 to order.

Physix Inc.
4611 Montrose, Suite 230
Houston, TX 77006
Tel: (713) 797-1199
Fax: (713) 794-0855
Email: pocketdoc@physix.com
http://www.physix.com
Medical Applications Suite

The Most Advanced Medical Software for Newton Devices

“Medical Extensions adds the ideal functionality to support a physician; in fact, it converts a Newton PDA into a Physician’s Digital Assistant.” Steve Capps—Architect of the Newton operating system.

Transform your PDA into a timesaving tool for patient management. TranScriptionist records SOAP notes, H&P’s, consult letters, and summaries using user-created templates. Medical Extensions extends the names file to store clinical data. Rx on Tap reduces prescription writing to a few pen taps. Pathway Manager allows Case Managers to track variance from Critical Pathways.

FEATURES

- Allows users to create templates directly on the PDA and the PC
- Optimizes speed and memory through its modular approach
- Was designed by an M.D. and written by an award winning team from Johns Hopkins
- Transfers clinical templates over the Internet (Q3-96)

REQUIREMENTS

Newton 2.0 operating system; Windows or Macintosh optional; Newton Keyboard compatible.

Medical Extensions for Newton 2.0 SRP: $89.95
Lab Construction Kit SRP: $49.95
Prescriptions on Tap SRP: $79.95
TranScriptionist SRP: $249.95
Critical Pathway Manager: Call for pricing.

Tactile Systems, Inc.
19970 Latigo Lane
Parker, CO 80134
Tel: (800) SNEWTON
Fax: (303) 804-5968
Int’l: (303) 841-1114
Email: info@tactile.com
http://rainbow.rmii.com/~rbruce/tactile.html
ePeg Daily Diary

ePeg Daily Diary is a data collection and inspection system designed for state DOT’s and Public Works departments to help automate the collection, storage, retrieval, and use of inspection data collected in the field. ePeg Daily Diary uses a combination of Newton-based handheld computers, desktop computers, and databases to replace paper workbooks and daily diaries that are currently in use. Bear River also makes data collection and inspection systems for industries such as construction, utilities, and state, local and federal government.

Features
- Project data can be viewed and shared electronically throughout the organization
- Can be expanded to accept data input from bar code readers, GPS receivers and other data collection devices
- Can upload information and receive information via CDPD or circuit switched networks

Bear River Associates
505 14th Street, Sixth Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel: (510) 834-5300
Fax: (510) 834-5396
Email: ePeg@bearriver.com
http://www.bearriver.com

MD Pad

Ready access to patient information and clinical reference tools are critical to the physician at the point of care. MD Pad gives you the resources to make the most effective decisions on drug therapy, diagnosis, and lab orders. Then you can act on your decisions—all right at your patient’s side. Enhance both quality of care and physician productivity with this mobile window into the electronic medical record.

Features
- Drug and lab orders transmitted at the point of care
- Seamless integration with drug and medical knowledge bases, National Drug Data File and Quick Medical Reference
- Two-way information exchange between multiple MD Pads and existing patient data repositories provided by server

Requirements
Pentium PC running Windows NT and any Newton 2.0 compatible devices.

Call First DataBank at (800) 633-3453 for more information.

First DataBank
1111 Bayhill Drive
San Bruno, CA 94066
Tel: (800) 633-3453
Fax: (415) 588-4003
Int’l: (415) 588-5454

First DataBank
Point-of-Care Knowledge Bases
**DrugPad**

Essential to providing optimum patient care is accessible and easy-to-use clinical knowledge, especially when it comes to drug information. DrugPad™ delivers both.

**FEATURES**
- Quickly lookup appropriate dosing for your patient’s treatment regimen.
- Increase compliance with patient education monographs.
- Detect dangerous drug interactions, drug-disease contraindications and more.

Consult with DrugPad, because at the point of care, you can't afford to make mistakes.

Call First DataBank at (800) 633-3453 to order or for more information.

---

**fieldChart**

fieldChart™ is the complete point-of-care solution for the home healthcare provider. It is the most comprehensive way to empower the visiting care professional. The healthcare provider can use bar code scanning, pick from a list, or enter information for all aspects of daily activity including travel, expenses, and time tracking.

**FEATURES**
- Patient History
- Plan of Treatment
- Nursing Notes
- Medication
- Equipment
- Supplies
- PT, RT, and OT
- All HCFA Forms
- Scheduling
- Email

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton operating system 2.0; PDA Dock; Macintosh System 7.1 or Windows NT.

fieldChart SRP: $795.00 PDA Dock™ SRP: $495.00
Swiper SRP: $395.00 Dock Bag SRP: $89.00

### StaMar Incorporated

647 Camino de Los Mares, Suite 108
San Clemente, CA 92673
Tel: (714) 492-4610
Fax: (714) 492-5458
Email: StaMarInc@aol.com
ord and Inventory Management

Enable your field sales force or inventory control team with Tactile System’s Software. Tactile’s ORDER ENTRY SYSTEM allows your field sales force to take new orders via modem and generate custom order forms on site. Tactile’s INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM imports information from your desktop PC and updates it using the Newton PDA.

**FEATURES**
- Bar code input
- Sales force updates “on the road”
- Imports/exports to Windows and Mac OS
- Supports portable wireless printing
- Time is money—save both

**REQUIREMENTS**
Newton 2.0 operating system compatible; modem; printer; barcode reader optional.

Contact Tactile Systems for price and ordering information.
No charge for custom consultation.

---

**Walk-About Bar Code System**

Mac-Barcode provides a complete and powerful solution for mobile data collection using bar codes. Integrating high performance laser scanners or contact wands into a robust forms generation package allows users to easily create and edit form layouts. Bar code scanners and software are sold separately.

Newton 1.x operating system or higher. Call (400) 733-7952 to inquire.

---

**Mobilize Your Company!**

Linking the Newton’s phenomenal data gathering and handling capabilities with your corporate information systems can result in dramatic improvements in your company’s efficiency and accuracy. This means having the relevant information at your fingertips at all times.

Contact us today for a free consultation to find out how this technology can benefit your company!
Newton Software Development

Newton 2.0 provides a rich, powerful platform for developing custom software solutions. Apple provides a wide range of tools, training, and support programs to ease the task of writing software for Newton PDAs, including Apple’s MessagePad and Motorola’s Marco Wireless Communicator.

Newton Tools:

Newton Toolkit for Macintosh, Version 1.6
Newton Toolkit for Windows, Version 1.6 (available July 1996)

With Newton Toolkit, you can easily create software that runs on any Newton PDA. The Newton Toolkit is a development environment that reduces the complexity and time involved in creating great software products. Its rapid prototyping features, rich library of extensible components, graphical user interface editor, and interactive development cycle let you see results in seconds. This helps you bring products to market faster. Newton Toolkit also includes both a NewtonScript compiler and profiler that enable you to create much faster Newton applications.

Desktop Integration Libraries (DILs) for Macintosh and Windows, Version 1.0


Desktop Integration Libraries (DILs) provide complete APIs on your Macintosh or Windows PC enabling you to have complete access to data stored in a Newton PDA. Using this API, you can directly synchronize data between Macintosh or Windows applications and Newton data storage.

Newton Book Maker for Macintosh, Version 1.1

Included with Newton Toolkit

Newton Book Maker is a tool for professional publishers that enables the creation of electronic books, travel guides, reference materials, and corporate documentation for Newton PDAs. It allows you to easily create sophisticated, customizable, and easy-to-navigate electronic documents, called Newton Books, from files (such as word processing documents) containing both graphics and text. Newton programmers can use Newton Toolkit objects and the NewtonScript language to fully extend and customize Newton Books.

Apple Developer Catalog

Apple Computer, Inc.
Tel: (800) 282-2732
Fax: (716) 871-6511
Int’l: (716) 871-6555
Canada: (800) 637-0029

http://www.devcatalog.apple.com
Newton Developer Support Programs

Apple offers a wide range of support programs to help you create software for the Newton 2.0 platform. These include the Newton Associates program, the Newton Associates Plus program, and the Newton Partners program. These programs feature a monthly developer mailing, including a developer CD and the Newton Technology Journal. Access to special developer information online, discounts on training and Apple hardware, and varying levels of technical support via email are available.

Apple Developer Support
Apple Computer, Inc.
Tel: (408) 974-4897
Email: Devsupport@applelink.apple.com

Newton Developer Training

The fastest way to come up to speed on Newton 2.0 development is by taking advantage of the Newton Developer Training courses. These courses will cut your learning and development time while providing you the expertise needed to write useful and powerful Newton 2.0 applications. Keep your eye out for the release of Newton Programming self-paced and online courses as well.

For more information, to receive a course schedule, or to register for a class, contact the Developer University Registrar at (408) 974-4897, or fax (408) 974-0544.

Newton Programming: Essentials 2.0 - 5 days
Learn how to develop applications for Newton using NewtonScript and NewtApp, and how to develop and optimize your Newton 2.0 applications using Newton Toolkit (NTK). Communications are briefly overviewed.

Newton Programming: 1.x to 2.0 - 5 days
Here's your opportunity to learn about the many changes in all areas of Newton System Software for version 2.0, how to write a 2.0 application, and how to convert and make your 1.x Newton applications 2.0 savvy.

Newton Programming Self-Paced Training

Soon to be released are Newton Programming Self-Paced training courses that will provide you with convenient and inexpensive access to Newton Developer training. Included with this training are technical articles, step-by-step coding labs, illustrations, demos, online assistance, and sample code. New courses will provide training in the areas of Communications, including State Machines, Desktop Integration Libraries (DILs), transports, and the creation of communication endpoints; and Extended Topics, including how to improve your application design skills and performance techniques.

Apple Developer University
1 Infinite Loop MS: 305-1TU
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 974-4897
Fax: (408) 974-0544
Systems Integration

The CMC Group consists of 800 software developers and 700 field engineers. We have vertical market expertise in finance and banking (stock exchange, mutual funds, retail banking), electric utilities (real-time data acquisition, load dispatch), health care, and transportation (pax reservation, container terminals-ports, cargo management, time-tabling—suburban metros). BRI concentrates on North American business and is a member of the CMC group.

FEATURES

- On-site consultancy and off-shore development
- Access to pool of skilled engineers—significant cost savings
- Turnkey responsibility
- Systems integration

REQUIREMENTS

Custom developed to your needs. CMC has implemented projects for diverse platforms.

Bear River Associates has been providing high quality, high value software development and systems integration services for over a decade, and has been providing these services for the Newton platform for the past three years. Bear River has experience integrating MessagePads into existing systems, as well as databases such as Oracle and Lotus Notes. We have extensive experience with Newton development, using the latest data collection tools such as: GPS, GIS, and bar code readers.

FEATURES

- Customized application and user interface design and development
- Systems integration with desktop systems (Windows and Macintosh) and servers
- Integration with Oracle and Lotus Notes

Bear River Associates
505 14th Street, Sixth Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel: (510) 834-5300
Fax: (510) 834-5396
Email: info@bearriver.com
http://www.bearriver.com
Green Mountain Software Corporation

Software Development

If you need custom Newton software to give your business enterprise a competitive edge or productivity boost, call Green Mountain Software. Since the Newton platform was introduced three years ago, we've specialized in developing industry-specific Newton applications in the areas of:

- Healthcare
- Sales Automation
- Construction (Leica Disto applications)
- Film and Video Production
- Building Inspection

We're Apple Enterprise Award Finalists and Premier Systems Integrator recipients with 20+ years experience. Our strengths include: User Interface Design, Communications and Peripherals, (including PC Card hardware design, IR and RF wireless), and interfacing with host systems.

Green Mountain Software Corporation
128 Prim Road, P.O. Box 700
Colchester, VT 05446-0700
Tel: (802) 865-2728
Fax: (802) 865-2468
Email: Info@GreenMtnSW.com http://www.together.com/~gmsc/

NS BASIC Corporation

NS BASIC enables you to rapidly and easily create your own custom applications. It is a full implementation of the BASIC programming language with extensions to optimize the rich Newton environment. Program directly on your Newton device, or download from your Macintosh or PC. Easy-to-use interactive development—develop and run your program immediately.

FEATURES

- Lots of window objects
- Pick lists, checkboxes and handwriting
- Serial and IR comms
- Indexed files
- Graphing and scientific calculations
- 240-page handbook

REQUIREMENTS

NS BASIC is supplied on DOS and Macintosh format diskettes, and runs on any Newton device running Newton 2.0 or 1.x operating systems.

SrP: $99.00 plus $5.00 shipping. Visa/MC. Order direct by fax, phone, WWW, or from your Newton dealer.

NS BASIC Corporation
77 Hill Crescent
Toronto, Canada M1M 1J3
Tel: (416) 264-5999
Fax: (416) 264-5888
Email: info@nsbasic.com
http://www.nsbasic.com
**Tactile Systems**

**Medical • Internet • Industry Consulting**

Tactile Systems has expertise in Newton TCP/IP programming and is the only developer to have a full-time physician on staff. We have extensive experience in healthcare, construction, and sales automation. By using our extensive libraries of NewtonScript code, we achieve the most rapid development cycles. Many developers can program your Newton to collect data; Tactile provides a way to transfer that data reliably.

**FEATURES**

- TCP/IP
- Desktop Integration
- Health Care
- Construction
- Sales Automation
- Cost Estimating
- Wireless Printing—A Tactile Exclusive
- Barcode Data
- GPS

No fee for initial consultation.

_Tactile Systems_  
19970 Latigo Lane  
Parker, CO 80134  
Tel: (800) 5NEWTON  
Fax: (303) 369-3665  
Email: info@tactile.com  
http://rainbow.rmii.com/~rbruce/tactile.html

**True North, Inc.**

**Custom Development**

Looking for a custom software solution? Look to True North for uncompromising quality and innovation. Specializing in Newton and Macintosh development, True North has provided custom programming for AT&T, Apple Computer, Mobile DataCom, the US Navy, and HealthCourt Technologies. Count on True North for superior software.

**FEATURES**

- Registered as Newton and Macintosh Technology Partner
- Experienced provider of solutions for:
  - communications
  - health care
  - food services
  - command and control (USN)

_True North, Inc._  
460 Route 101, Suite 7  
Bedford, NH 03110-5036  
Tel: (800) 846-9278  
Fax: (603) 472-7887  
Int’l: (603) 886-2756  
Email: info@northisup.com
FormLogic 1.5

FormLogic consists of a suite of applications that facilitate the development, deployment, and integration of field force automation applications using Newton PDA technology. FormLogic includes an extensive library of data collection “agents,” a comprehensive scripting language, and a full communications subsystem. It is the ideal tool for developers, VARs, and system integrators!

Features
- 2 Way Connectivity Between Newton and Corporate Databases
- 2 Way Connectivity with Corporate Databases
- Digital Ink/Signature Capture
- Powerful Scripting Language
- Robust Server/Forms Administrator

Requirements
- Macintosh: System 7.0 or later; 8 MB RAM.
- PC: Windows 3.11, 95, or NT; 8 MB RAM.
- Newton: operating system 1.X or 2.0; 300K RAM.
- FormLogic Server SRP: $1095.00; Additional Newton Runtime SRP: $195.00

Wright Strategies
2223 Avenida de la Playa, Suite 105
La Jolla, CA 92037
Tel: (800) 666-1228
Fax: (619) 551-6805
Email: sales@wrightstrat.com
http://www.wrightstrat.com

K2 Consultants, Inc.
33 Green Heron Lane, #JS/1
Nashua, NH 03062
Tel: (888) Sky-Scape
Fax: (603) 888-4666
Email: K2@skyscape.com
http://med-www.bu.edu/newton.medical/k2/home.html

Software Development

K2 has been developing custom solutions for high profile clients in health care and other vertical markets. We have developed the highly acclaimed line of integrated products based on Advanced Reference Technology (ART)—textbooks, drug databases, guideline and table navigators, language translators, Programmable calculator and Physician’s Data Organizer were tested and used at Harvard Medical School.

Creative Digital Publishing Inc.
293 Corbett Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94114-1842
Tel: (415) 621-4252
Fax: (415) 621-4922
Email: cdi@cdpubs.com
http://www.cdpubs.com
**Corporate Connection™** is a toolkit with APIs that enables developers to write applications for accessing corporate systems and data over wireline and wireless networks. APIs include Sockets interface, ODBC access, file transfer, and terminal emulation. Additional features include data compression and encryption.

Size of application: 150K
Pricing available on request.

River Run Software Group
8 Greenwich Office Park
Greenwich, CT 06831
Tel: (203) 861-0090
Fax: (203) 861-0096
Email: 72662.3247@compuserve.com

**Sun Sabre Software**

Sun Sabre Software provides contract development and consulting services for Newton projects ranging from complex vertical market applications to quick prototypes, and specializes in communications-related solutions. Please call, email, or visit the Sun Sabre web site for more information.

Be sure to check out our web site for demos and published software!

Sun Sabre Software
3419 Cutter Lane
Maineville, OH 45039
Tel: (513) 459-9348
Fax: (513) 459-9348
Email: SunSabre@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/SunSabre

**Contract Software Development**

**Mobile App Builder**

This development environment creates wireless applications without having to do any Newton Script or NTK programming. Access database and other information directly from your Newton device. The product includes a wireless gateway server, client software and user interface development tools. Applications created with this system can be wirelessly downloaded to the Newton device and other PDAs supported by the product.

Requirements: Any Newton device (e.g. Apple MessagePad, Motorola Memo); PC running Windows NT. Pricing on request.

Numina Systems, Inc.
68 Thomas Street, Second Floor
New York, NY 10013
Tel: (212) 587-6190
Fax: (212) 587-8088
Email: info@numina.com
Empower your Newton PDA

NewtPaint
The premier paint program for the Newton PDA. Provides multiple tools, line weights and patterns. Takes screen shots. Includes the ClipArt Browser for creating your own album of art work and PICT2pkg to download images.

SRP: $49.95

Sync+
Synchronize Dates with Microsoft® Schedule+. Works with both Windows 3.1 and Windows 95. Developed by ParaGraph International.

SRP: $49.95

KwikMenu
Make your Newton faster. KwikMenu’s five pop-up menus (three shown at right) provide rapid access to: common commands, three clipboards, text styles, desktop connections, glossary text, scheduling and more. Includes GestureLaunch Lite to open your programs.

SRP: $39.95

Additional LandWare titles:
• MusicPad  Compose on the go. $49
• smartFAX  Fax with a dozen cover pages - plus add your signature. $39
• ToDo List  Sync with the Newton’s To Do List(Macintosh only). $29
• LunarLander Pro  Classic arcade action - great sounds & graphics. $29

All LandWare titles are Newton 2.0 compatible
Tel: (201) 347-0031  Fax: (201) 347-0340  Sales: (800) 526-3977
http://www.landware.com  sales@landware.com
Are you ready
to hold the
Whole Wide Web
in your hand?

We're talking the Internet for your Newton PDA. We're talking
retrieving information from World Wide Web pages, ftp (file)
sites and email-based information services. We're talking two
way wireless email and faxing. We're talking software that takes
your PDA to a whole new level of productivity. Think it all
sounds too good to be true? Here's our number. Call us on it.

PennonSystems @ 800.639.8661